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Abstract qw
RN
SResults are provided from a viscous
shock layer (VSL) analysis of the reentry
flowfield around the forebody of the Japanese
Orbital Reentry Experiment (OREX) vehicle. Tve
This vehicle is a 50-deg spherically blunted cone
with a nose radius of 1.35 m and a base Tw
diameter of 3.4 m. Calculations are done for the Too
OREX trajectory from 105 to 48.4 km altitude Voo
range. A 7-species chemical model is found
adequate for the flowfield analysis. However, x
for altitudes greater than 84 kin, the low-
density effects (such as thermal nonequilibrium Xi
and slip) are to be implemented for good
agreement between the predictions and flight- Y
inferred heat-transfer rate data. Further, at
altitudes lower than 84 kin, a finite surface TO,TN
recombination probability is to be employed in
place of a non-catalytic surface for better
comparison between the calculations and data. koo
VSL results are also compared with the direct _e
simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) predictions at
high altitudes (> 80 km) and the electron poo
number density data for three altitudes in the
OREX trajectory. Overall, there is a good
comparison between the flight data and
calculated results. With the ongoing
refinements in data extraction procedures, the
OREX data should prove valuable for validating
theoretical models employed in flowfield codes
for calculation of reacting-gas flowfields.
Nomenclature
d base diameter
Knoo freestream Knudsen numer,
= kodd
L shuttle length
Moo freestream Mach number
n distance normal to the body
surface
Pw surface pressure
surface heating rate
nose radius
distance along the body
surface measured from the
stagnation point
vibrational-electronic-
electron excitation temperature
surface temperature
freestream temperature
freestream velocity
axial distance from stagnation
point measured along symmetry
axis
mole-fraction of species i
radial distance from symmetry
axis
recombination probabilities for
atomic oxygen and nitrogen,
respectivly
mean free path
electron number density
freestream density
Introduction
For the optimum designofreusable
spacetransportationvehicles,itisnecessaryto
determinethe reentryaerothermalenvironment
ofthesevehiclesaccuratelysothatthe weightof
thethermal protectionsystem may be
minimized toincreasethe payloadcapacity.An
accuratepredictionby computationalfluid
dynamics (CFD) methods ofsurfaceheating,
temperature,and flowfieldquantitiesduring
reentrynaturallyrequiresaccuratemodeling of
theflovefieldchemistry,gas surfaceinteraction,
body (and shock)slipas wellas thermo-chemical
natureofthe flowfield1. Due tothe extreme
physicalconditionsencounteredand associated
modeling difficulties,itbecomes essentialto
calibratethe CFD codes,ideallyagainstflight
data,fora wide range offlowconditions.The
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OrbitalReentry Experiment (OREX) was
conducted recently by the Japanese 2 from orbit
to create such a data base to study the reentry
technology and establish the reliability of
computational design tools for Earth-Space
Round Trip (ESRT) systems.
OREX was the first of the three flight
experiments planned to obtain the technology
base for the development of Japan's unmanned
space shuttle called HOPE (H-II Orbiting
Plane). OREX was launched into Earth Orbit by
the H-II rocket on February 4, 1994, and was
the first Japanese entry experiment. Two of
many objectives of OREX were to: (i) gather
reentry data (such as those for the aerodynamic
and aerothermal environment and
guidanceJnavigation/control),and (ii)testthe
thermal protectionsystem thathas been
developedforHOPE. For meeting the second
objective,the maximum heatingrate
encounteredby OREX was almost equal2 tothat
computed forHOPE. The initialreports2,3
providean indicationofthe scopeand qualityof
the basicdata acquired.
The inferredsurfaceheatingratedata
forOREX are consideredpotentiallyunique for
altitudesabove about 92 km. Unlike the
ShuttleOrbiter,which isan operationalvehicle,
OREX was enclosedina protectivefairing
duringlaunch therebynegatesthe requirement
forwaterproofingthe thermal protection
materials.Consequently,the OREX thermal
protectionsystem shouldnot produce some of
the outgasingproductsand the associated
reduction4 inheatingmeasured forthe Orbiter
duringthe initialphase ofthe heat pulse.A
motivation,therefore,existsforthe comparison
ofnumerical predictionswith the OREX data.
Reference3 presenteda 7-species,one-
temperature (l-T)analysisofthe OREX
stagnation-pointheatingdata. The
computationsofRef.3 were recentlyredone5
with new valuesforthe thermal propertiesof
the C/C nose cap. The low-densityeffects(such
as the thermochemicalnonequilibriumand slip)
were not consideredin the analysesofRefs.3
and 5. In the data reductionprocedureforthe
electrostaticprobe2,however, a two-
temperature(2-T)calculationmethod 6 was
employed without the surface-slipeffects.
In thepresentstudy,the OREX entryis
analyzedby using the viscousshock-layer(VSL)
techniqueofRef.i. This techniqueisused to
calculateflowfieldand surfacequantitiesalong
the OREX forebodyforaltitudesof105 km to
48.4km. Informationconcerningthe surface
temperaturewas obtainedfrom Yamamoto 5 for
thesealtitudes.Comparisons ofVSL results
with flightdata includestagnation-point
heatingratesand the flowfieldelectronnumber
densities.An assessment ofthe low-density
effects(suchasthermochemical nonequilibrium
and slip)on surfaceheatingand flowfield
quantitiesismade by comparison with the
directsimulationMonte Carlo(DSMC) results
obtainedfrom the method ofBird7 and the flight
data.
Problem Definition and Methodology
OREX Geometry and Sensor Locationv
The OREX vehicle is a 50-deg
spherically blunted cone with a 1.35 m nose
radius and a base diameter of 3.4 m, as shown
in Fig. l(a). It was launched into Earth Orbit
using Japan's new H-II launch vehicle. During
entry, aerothermal data were obtained from
about 120 km down to about 40 kin, including
the blackout period when the maximum heating
occurred.
Figure 1(13) shows a schematic of the
various sensor locations on the exposed forebody
of OREX, which consists of thermal protection
materials that have been developed and are
being evaluated for use on the HOPE vehicle.
The nose cap is a monocoque carbon-carbon
(C/C) nose having a thickness of 4 ram.
Surrounding the C/C hot structure are twenty-
four C/C tiles 1.5 mm in thickness. The nose
cap and the surroundingtilesare made from the
same carbon-carbonmix. Ringingthe C/C tiles
are some 230 ceramictilesmade ofsilicon-oxide
and aluminum-oxide fibers connected to OREX's
aluminum honeycomb shell. The ceramic tiles
are 20 mm in thickness.
A few of the locations where
measurements were made along the OREX
forebedy are also shown in Fig. 1(]3). The
measurements for which the data are compared
with current VSL and DSMC calculations are:
(i) the inferred heating rates extracted 8 from
the back surface (with material thickness of
4 ram) temperature measurements made at the
nose cap stagnation point, and (ii) the electron
number densitydistributioninthe boundary
layer measured by an electrostatic probe
mounted on the conical flank before the probe
shoulder. The electrostatic probe protrudes
from the OREX vehicle surface 70 mm in height
as shown in Fig. l(c). Five semi-cylindrical
electrodes of 0.2 mm diameter situated along
the leading edge of the probe with 0.4 mm
bluntness and 60 ° sweep angle are numbered as
shown in this figure. Those electrodes collect
ions at 5 vertical positions to give the ion
density profile in the boundary layer which is
assumed equal to the electron number density to
be measurable between 1016 - 1020
electrons/m 3. The lowest altitude where the
electron density measurement can be made
within this range is about 75 kin. The
procedure used to reduce the probe data is
similar to that used with the RAM-C flight
experiment 9. Further details concerning the
OREX flight measurements can be found in
Ref. 2, 3, and 8.
Computational Methods
The VSL method of Ref. 1 is used to
analyze flowfields over the OREX forebody for
altitudes from 105 km to 48.4 km and Mach
numbers from 27.1 to 9.1), whereas the DSMC
method of Bird 7 is employed mostly at high
altitudes (greater than about 80 km) in the
present study. The VSL method can be used to
compute 1 reacting gas flows in thermochemical
equilibrium or nonequilibrium state with and
without body and shock-slip boundary
conditions and with an arbitrary number of
chemical species. For the current study, the
number of species ranged from 5 to 11 using the
VSL method while the DSMC method used
herein considered only 5 species.
Detailed description of the VSL method
used is given in Refs. 1 and 10. Briefly, this
method is a spatial-marching, implicit, finite-
difference technique, which includes coupling of
the global continuity and normal momentum
equations. For the thermal nonequilibrium
calculations with two-temperatures, two energy
equations are solved for the translational-
rotational and vibrational-electronic-electron
temperatures. Only, the total energy equation
is needed to be solved for the thermal
equilibrium calculations. Further, for the
thermal nonequilibrium case, air chemistry is
modeled by using a modified Arrhenius
expression for the forward and backward rate
coefficients (see Table 1 of Ref. 10). Chemical
vibrational coupling is taken into account
through the preferential dissociation and
recombination model proposed by Park 11. The
body and shock-slip boundary conditions are
implemented at higher altitudes in the OREX
trajectory. A description of the thermodynamic
and transport properties, chemical kinetics
model with chemical-vibrational coupling,
relaxation processes for the vibrational-
translational and electronic-electron-
translational energies, and body and shock-slip
boundary conditionsisgivenin
Refs.i and 10.
The surfaceisassumed tobe
noncatalyticinthe presentstudyformost ofthe
calculationsas suggestedinRef.5. However, a
finite catalytic wall boundary condition 1, 12
(based on the Shuttle flight heat-flux
measurements) is also implemented, which
impacts the heating at altitudes lower than
about 84 kin, At higher altitudes, finite wall
catalycity does not affect heating much as
compared to a noncatalytic surface. To obtain
an estimate of the reduction in heating due to a
noncatalytic (or finite catalytic) wall, some
results are also obtained for a fully catalytic
wall, which should be closer to the
thermochemical equilibrium value.
The noncontinuum 2D/axisymmetric
DSMC method, used tocompute the results
shown here,isdescribedinRefs.7 and 13 and is
brieflydiscussedhere. In thismethod, the
molecularcollisionsare simulatedusing the
variablehard sphere(VHS) molecularmodel.
The collisioncross-sectionisa functionofthe
relativenergyinthe collision.Parameters
used in thepresentstudy todefinethe VHS
model are a referencetemperature(2880 K),
referencediametersforeach ofthe fivespecies
(3.062x 10"10,3.083x 10"10,2.297x 10"10,
2.398x 10"10,and 3.065x 10"10m for02,N2, O,
N, and NO respectively),and thetemperature
exponent(setto0.73)inthe power law for
viscositycoefficient.Energy exchange between
the kineticand internalmodes iscontrolledby
the Larson-Borgnakke statisticalmodel. For
the diatomicmolecules,a rotationalrelaxation
collisionnumber of5 and a vibrational
relaxationcollisionnumber of50 areused. The
gas surfaceinteractionsaremodeled by
assuming thegas moleculestoreflectdiffusively
withfullthermal accommodation atthe
specified surface temperature. Similar to the
VSL calculations,the finitecatalyticwall
boundary conditionisimposed by using the
surfacerecombinationprobabilitiesforatomic
oxygen and atomicnitrogeninferredfrom
Shuttledata12.
Results and Discussion
As describedinthe Introductionsection,
itisnecessaryforthe computer codeswith many
models forsimulatingthe physicalprocessesto
be validatedagainsta wide range offlow
conditionsifthesecedesare toserveasuseful
designtools.Some ofthe codesshow good
accuraciesagainstground-testresults,which,
however,do not simulatehigh temperaturereal
gas effectsimultaneouslyas encounteredin a
flight.Thus, the cede comparisonagainstthe
flightdatacan not be over-emphasized,
especially,forthe high-energyfows.
This sectionprovidesdetailsaboutthe
flightconditionsforwhich calculationsare
made; the sensitivityofthe calculatedresultsto
assumptionsconcerningflowfieldchemistry,
wallboundary conditionsand freestream
density;flowfieldand surfacequantities;
comparisonsofthesequantitieswithflight
measured data and,athigheraltitudes,with
directsimulationMonte Carlo(DSMC) method;
and a briefdiscussionofthe potential
uniqueness ofthe OREX heatingdata set.
FlightConditionsand Numerical Parameters
Table i providestherange offlight
conditionsconsidered,which encompass
altitudesof105 km to48.40km. Figure2 shows
the atmospheric(freestream)densityfrom three
differentsourcesforthisaltituderange.The
atmosphere valuesdenotedas OREX arethose
givenby Yamamoto 3,5 forwhich he has
performedNavier-Stokescalculations.These
valuesare similartothoseforthe 1962 U.S.
Standard Atmosphere 14 up toan altitudeof
about 90 km. For altitudesabove 90 kln,the
atmosphericpropertiesgivenby Jacchia15 (for
an exospherictemperature of1200 K) are
employed. Jacchiavalueshave been used
extensivelyin previoushigh-altitudestudies16,
17. These valuesare differenthan thosegiven
by the OREX atmosphere 3 and avoida
significantchange inthe slopeofthe density-
versus-altitudecurvearound 90 km altitude(see
Fig.2). The densityvaluesfrom theJacchia
atmosphere arelower by about one-thirdfrom
thosegivenby Yamamoto (seeTable 1)athigher
altitudes.
The stagnation-pointemperatures (see
Table 1)and surfacetemperaturedistributions
(seeFig.3(a))employed inthe presentstudyare
thoseobtainedby Yamamoto 5 foraltitudesof
105 km and below using a Navier-Stokes
solutionfortheflowfieldcoupledwith a material
responsecedeas describedinRef.3. The
considerabletemperaturevariationsshown in
Fig.3(a)are due tovariationsinmaterials,
materialthicknesses,and materialthermal
properties.The carbon-carbonnose cap with a
thicknessof0.4mm extendstoa wettedlength
ofs= 0.942m (measured from the stagnation
point).Followingthe nose cap arethe carbon-
carbontileswhich terminateat s= 1.242m and
thenfourringsofsilicatiles,having much lower
conductivitiesand hence highersurface
temperatures,extendtos = 1.982m. The corner
shoulderisalsoprotectedwith a filthringof
silicatiles.Figure3(b)shows a comparison of
the historyofcalculatedvaluesand flightdata
forthe rearsurfacestagnation-point
temperature.The computations ofRef.5 for
the surfacetemperature are differentfrom those
ofRef.3fortwo reasons:(i)thermal properties
ofthe C/C nose cap are changed tonew values,
and (ii)internalemissionfrom the C/C nose is
assumed tobe zeroby theheat shieldeffects,as
recommended by the industry.These two
changes resultina C/C nose cap temperature
history,calculatedby the coupledNavier-
Stokes/materialresponse(CFD-FEM) code,to
agreebetterwith theflighttemperaturehistory
forthe altituderange of105 kln to45 km.
The VSL calculationshave been made
by using a normal gridwith 101 points,which
are clusteredboth at thebody surfaceand shock
tocapturelargegradientsinthe flowproperties
thereatlow densities.The pointsare clustered
onlyatthe body surfaceat higherdensities.
The gridspacingisvariedfrom lx10-6m to
lx10-4m toobtaina grid-independentsolution
forthealtituderange giveninTable 1. The
smallestgridisused atthe lowestaltitudeof
46.40km and isincreasedininverseproportion
tothe densityforhigheraltitudes.In the
streamwise direction,a minimum gridspacing
of2x10"2m isused.
For the DSMC calculations13,the sizeof
computationalcellsadjacenttothe body surface
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in the direction normal to the surface is usually
less than half of the local mean free path length,
and for most solutions much smaller. Previous
experience 16 has shown that such a resolution
adjacent to a surface provides results that are
independent of further cell refinement. For the
lower altitude cases, the computational cells had
very large aspect ratios with the dimensions
along the surface equal to many local mean free
path lengths.
Flowfield and Surface Ouantities
This sectiongivesresultsfrom the
detailedVSL calculationsforflowfieldand
surfacequantitiesat altitudesof92.82,88.45,
84.01,and 59.60km (peak-heatingaltitudein
Ref.3).These resultsare latercompared
extensivelywith the flightdata forelectron
densityand stagnation-pointheating.
Presentedresultsinthissectionincludean
assessment ofthethermal nonequilibrium(i.e.
2-T v/s1-T predictions)and slipeffectson
flowfieldand surfacequantitiesatthese
altitudesand on stagnationheatingalong the
entireflighttrajectory.A comparison ofthe
VSL resultsisalsomade with the Navier-Stokes
calculationsofYamamoto 5,and thepresent
directsimulationMonte Carlo computations.
Beforecomparing thepresentresultswith other
calculationsand flightdata,however,itisuseful
tohave an indicationofthe sensitivityofthe
VSL calculationstovariousparameters thatare
employed todefinethe problem. Some ofthe
parameters consideredarethe number of
speciesin the chemistrymodel,surfacecatalytic
activity,and freestreamdensity.A variationin
thevaluesoftheseparameters givesan
indicationofthe sensitivityofcomputed results
totheuncertaintyintheirspecifiedvalues.The
sensitivitystudy has been done foraltitudesof
92.82,88.45,and 59.60km exceptforthe
chemistrymodel, which isstudiedby employing
thefreestreamand surfaceconditions
consideredat the US-European Conference18 on
high speedflowfields.
SensitivitytoNumber ofSzeclesina
Chemistry_Model. Figure4 shows the
stagnationheatingfora noncatalyticsurfacefor
two-temperature(2-T),5-species(0,02, N, N2,
and NO), 7-species(0,02, N, N2, NO, NO +,and
e-),and 11-species(O,02, N, N2, NO, O +,02 +,
N +,N2 +,NO +,and e-)chemistrymodels. For
the altitude(91.86km) considered,surfaceand
shock-slip are found to influence the surface
heating more significantly than the number of
species in the chemistry model. The effect on
surface heating is negligible when the number of
species is increased from 7 to 11. Therefore, a
7-species chemistry model is considered
adequate for the present study.
Sensitivi_ to Surface Catalytic Activi _ty.
The surface heating calculations are made with
the assumptions of noncatalytic, finite catalytic,
and fully catalytic walls. The finite catalytic
surface recombination values employed are
those of Ref. 12. The VSL prediction using these
values are compared with the STS-2 data
(Ref. 19) in Fig. 5. For the 92.82 and 84.01 km
altitude results shown in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b), the
surface temperatures are less than about
1100 K and the recombination probabilities for
the finite catalytic wall in these figures are less
than 3.25x10 "3 and 9.35x10 -4 for atomic oxygen
and nitrogen, respectively. With these low
values of the recombination probabilities, the
calculated heat transfer rates are essentially the
same as thoseforthe noncatalyticwallcase.
However, at 59.60km altitude(seeFig.6(c)),the
maximum recombinationprobabilityvaluesfor
atomicoxygen and nitrogenincreaseto
2.20x10"2and 1.50x10"3,respectively,at the
stagnationpointwhere the temperatureisabout
1460 K For a noncatalyticwall,a 34%
reductionin stagnationVSL heatingprediction
isobtainedforthiscase. However, fora fully
catalyticwallthisheatingrateisincreasedby
about 31%. For 92.82km altitude(Fig.6(a))
also,the VSL heatingratesforthe fully
catalyticwallconditionare larger,substantially
soforthe 84.01km altitudecase(Fig.6(b)),as
compared tothenoncatalytic(orfinitecatalytic)
wallvalues.Itmay be mentioned here thatthe
VSL calculationsathigheraltitudes(Figs.6(a)
and 6(b))employ a two-temperature(2-T)
formulationwith surfaceand shock-slip
boundary conditionand a one-temperature(l-T)
model with no-slipboundary conditionatlower
altitudes (Fig. 6(c)) to reflect appropriate
flowfield physics in the computations.
Figures 6(a)-6(c) also contain the one-
temperature (l-T) Navier-Stokes calculations of
Yamamoto 5 for a noncatalytic wall with zero
surface slip. Also shown in these figures are the
OREX stagnation inferred flight data for
comparison. Present VSL calculations for a
finite-catalytic wall are in good agreement with
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reportedflight data as shown for altitudes of
92.82 and 59.60 kin (Fig. 6(a) and 6(c)). At
84.01 km altitude (Fig. 6(b)), however, these
calculations are lower by about 17% as
compared to the dat_ Assuming the surface to
be noncatalytic at lower altitudes will result in
lower heating as compared to the inferred flight
data as seen from Fig. 6(c). The Navier-Stokes
calculations ofRef. 5 also give surface heating
distributions, which appear at variance (see
Figs. 6(a) and 6(c), for example) with the
catalyticboundary conditionemployed inthe
presentcalculations.
SensitivitytoFreestream Densitw.
Actual atmosphericdensityduringreentrycan
be a significantuncertaintyfora given
altitude/time,particularlyatthe higher
altitudes.Itmay differsignificantlyfrom that
obtainedfrom a standard atmosphericmodel 14,
15. The significanceofthiseffecton surface
heatingisshown inthe 'Comparisonwith Flight
Data' sectionlater.
Assessment ofThermochemical
Noneauilibrium and SlinEffects,An evaluation
ofthermochemical nonequilibriuminthe
flowfieldcan be made by analyzingthe
temperature profilesand surfacedistributionsof
pressureand heatingratefora non-catalytic
wall. Figures7(a)and 7(b)show stagnation
profilesforthe translational-rotational(T)and
vibrational-electronic-electron(Tve)
temperature ratios for altitudes of 92.82 and
84.01 kin, respectively. At 92.82 km altitude
(Fig. 7(a)), the two temperature ratios are quite
different through the entire shock layer and
accordingly, thermal nonequilibrium extends all
the way to the surface. The degree of
nonequilibrium in the two temperature profiles,
however, is much reduced closer to the surface
at 84.01 km altitude as shown in Fig. 7(b).
Effects of thermal nonequilibrium on
surface quantities may be evaluated by
analyzing the pressure distributions given in
Figs. 8(a) and 8(b). Unlike the continuum
calculations, where assumptions are made with
regard to the pressure tensor, a DSMC
calculation accounts for nonisotropic effects
which become significant under rarefied
(thermalnonequilibrium)conditions.Therefore,
normal forceper unitarea isshown inthese
figuresfrom the DSMC calculationsfor
comparison with the surfacepressure(Pw)
distributionobtainedfrom the VSL
computations. Under thermal equilibrium
conditions, the isotropic pressure Pw and normal
force per unit area can be identified to be the
same 7. The surface distributions of these two
quantities are different at the altitude of
92.82 km (Fig. 8(a)) suggesting the influence of
thermal nonequilibrium on surface pressure,
Pw, which is increased by about 20%. At
84.01 km altitude (Fig. 8(b)), however,
distributions of normal force/area and Pw
essentially have the same values, which imply
conditionsclosertothermal equilibrium.
To assessthe effectofthermal
nonequilibriumon surfaceheatingrateat
84.01km altitude,heating-ratedistributionsare
computed (Fig.9)using 1-T (forthermal
equilibrium)and 2-T (forthermal
nonequilibrium)models with the VSL method.
Also, results are obtained with and without
shock and surface-slip conditions. As shown in
Fig. 9, the VSL results imply that the effects of
both thermal nonequilibrium (even though
present to some extent within the shock layer
(Fig. 7b)) and slip are insignificant on surface
calculated quantities for the 84.01 km altitude
conditions and these effects may be neglected in
calculationsbelow thisaltitude.
Comnarison with DirectSimulation
Monte Carlo(DSMC) and Navier_tokes (NS)
CalculatiQns.Surfaceheating-ratedistributions
obtainedusing theVSL method are compared
with thoseobtainedfrom DSMC and NS
calculationsinFigs.10(a)and 10(b)ataltitudes
of92.82and 84.01km, respectively.Also shown
are the flightinferreddata forthe stagnation-
pointheating.Exceptforthe resultsshown over
the conicalflankin Fig.10(a),thereisgenerally
a good agreement between the VSL and DSMC
calculationsforthe two altitudes(Figs.10(a)
and 10(b)).This impliesthata 2-T VSL
formulation with slip boundary conditions
models the low-density effects (thermal
nonequilibrium and slip) quite well. The NS
calculations ofRef. 5 are also in good agreement
with the present results in the stagnation region
at 92.82 km altitude (Fig. 10(a)) and along most
parts of the OREX forebody at 84.01 km altitude
(Fig. 10(b)). It is not obvious, however, why the
NS results of Ref. 5 away from the stagnation
region are higher in Fig. 10(a). Generally, the
influence of a shoulder expansion on the
upstream surface heating should become
negligible at higher altitudes. The surface
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heating becomes a function of only surface
inclination at free molecular flow conditions.
Present calculations agree quite well with the
stagnation flight data at 92.82 km altitude.
However, the present results are lower than the
flight data by about 17% at 84.01 km altitude.
Also, some slip effects are noticeable over the
conical flank at this altitude
(Fig. 10(b)).
Additional comparisons of the present
results with DSMC and NS calculations and
flight data at the stagnation point are shown in
the next section.
Comvarison with Flight Data
This section provides a comparison
between the computed and flight-inferred
stagnation-point heating rates and electron
number densities (measured from the
electrostatic probe mounted near the shoulder of
the vehicle).
Stagnation-Point Heating. Figures ll(a)
through ll(c) present VSL results (for altitudes
of 105 to 48.4 kin) as function of flight time from
launch. The DSMC calculations for altitudes of
105 to 79.9 km are shown in Fig. ll(c). Also
shown in Figs. ll(a) and ll(c) are the NS
calculations (called CFD-FEM results in Ref. 3)
of Yamamoto 5 .
The NS results of Refs. 3 and 5 were
obtained with the thin-layer Navier-Stokes
equations coupled with a finite-element
modeling (FEM) solver that models the heat-
transfer within the thermal protection material
and provides the wall temperature boundary
condition for the Navier-Stokes solver. The
FEM solver accounted 3 for both temperature
and directional property dependence of the
thermal protection materials considered. An
outline of the coupling procedure between the
NS and FEM solvers is given in Ref. 3. The NS
results employed the following modeling
features: no-slip and noncatalytic surface
boundary conditions, and a one-temperature
(l-T), 7-species nonequilibrium chemistry
model. The unpublished results of Ref. 5 (used
in the present work for comparison) were
obtained recently and differ from those reported
in Ref. 3 in that the agreement between the
computed and flight-measured back surface
temperature was improved for the reasons
mentioned earlier.
The inferred flight data shown in Fig. 11
(and earlier) are taken from Ref. 3 and are
referred to as 'inferred from flight'. The
procedures used to obtain these data are
described in Ref. 8.
Since atmospheric data was not
gathered during the OREX flight experiment,
calculations ofRefs. 3 and 5 are based on the
atmospheric conditions given in Ref. 3, which is
referred to as "OREX Atmosphere" in Figs. ll(a)
and ll(b) and in Table 1. Also shown in these
two figures are the VSL calculations based on
the 'Jacchia Atmosphere' model 15 for altitudes
above 90 km (see Table 1 for the two models).
As can be seen from Fig. ll(a), the 2-T VSL
predictions for a noncatalytic wall (with slip)
based on the Jacchia atmosphere are in better
agreement with inferred flight data between the
90 and 105 km altitude range as compared to
both the NS and VSL calculations utilizing the
OREX atmospheric data. Further, the effect of
slip on surface heating is dominant, whereas the
thermal nonequilibrium (2-T) effects are
secondary in this altitude range. Both slip and
thermal nonequilibrium (2-T) effects are
neglected in the NS
calculations 3, 5
For altitudes below 84.01 kin, surface
temperatures are higher and slip and thermal
nonequilibrium effects become negligible. At
higher temperatures, finite surface catalytic
activity also begins to influence the heating
rate. Therefore, a one-temperature (l-T), no-
slip, and finite catalytic wall flow model is
appropriate for the lower altitude calculations.
The VSL calculations with these flow
assumptions are in better agreement with the
inferred flight data than the l-T, no-slip,
noncatalytic VSL and NS calculations as shown
in Fig. ll(a). The dotted line in Fig. ll(b) is a
fairing through the VSL predicted values with
appropriate flow physics from high-to-low flight
altitudes. As mentioned earlier, the low-density
(i.e. slip and thermal nonequilibrium) effects
become negligible for the OREX forebody
surface results at an altitude of about 84 kin.
Figure ll(c) shows a comparison
between VSL (with appropriate physics), NS,
and DSMC predictions and with the inferred
flight data. The DSMC results are shown for
the high-altitude range of 105 to 79.9 kin.
Overall, the qualitative behavior of the DSMC
results is similar to that of VSL calculations and
there is a good agreement between the two and
with the inferred flight data. The NS (l-T, no
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slip, NCW) calculations ofYamamoto 5 are
higher for altitudes greater than 88.45 km as
compared to the VSL and DSMC calculations as
well as the inferred flight data. As explained
earlier, non-inclusion of thermal nonequllibrium
and slip effects at higher altitudes and non-
implementation of finite-catalytic wall boundary
condition at lower altitudes with the NS
computations 3, 5 may be responsible for the
differences with the VSL and DSMC predictions.
As described in the Introduction section
earlier, the OREX vehicle was enclosed in a
protective fairing during launch, thereby
negating the requirement for waterproofing the
thermal protection materials. Since the Shuttle
Orbiter, is an operational vehicle, waterproofing
procedures are employed. Therefore, the OREX
thermal protection system should not produce
some of the outgasing products and consequent
reduction in heating that is evident for the
Orbiter 4 during the initial portion of the heat
pulse. The surface heat-transfer coefficient
based on the initial entry heating data reported
for OREX exhibits 13 a monotonic increase with
the increase in Knudsen number. This type of
behavior is characteristic 20, 21 of the
hypersonic cold-wall, stagnation-point heating
for a nonblowing surface.
Electron Number DensitT. Flight data
for the electron number density distribution in
the boundary layer with strong entropy layer
swallowing serve to delineate the applicability of
'two-temperature (2-T)' and 'one-temperature
(l-T)' flow models for nonequllibrium ionized gas
flows. An accurate calculation of the electron
density also provides knowledge of the onset and
expiration of the communication _lack-out'
phase during entry.
Figures 12(a)-12(c) show the electron
number density history at positions where
probes 1, 3, and 5 (see Fig. l(c)) are located.
Two sets of data shown in these figures are
reduced 2, 5 by using 1-T and 2-T CFD methods
of Ref. 6, which employs Navier-Stokes
equations with a 7-species chemical model and
Park's 11 two-temperature model for the 2-T
calculations. Also shown in these figures are
predictions from these calculations reported in
Ref. 2. Since the signal conditioner of the
electrostatic probe is adjusted to measure the
electron density in the 1016 - 1020 particles/m 3
range, there are no data measured for Probe 1
between the flight times of 7401 and 7411
seconds as shown in Fig. 12(a). It is not obvious,
however, why the electron density first
decreases at a flight time of about 7391 s and
increases again at about 7421 s for Probe 1
location. Similar decrease and increase in data
is noticed for Probe 2 (not shown here) and
Probe 3 (see Fig. 12(b)) also at different times in
flight 5. Figure 12(c) shows a continuous
increase in electron density for Probe 5 with the
increasing flight time (or decreasing altitude) as
expected.
Present VSL calculations are given at
the three altitudes of 92.82, 88.45, and 84.01 km
or the flight times of 7391, 7401, and 7411.5,
respectively, in Figs. 12(a)- 12(c). These
calculations are done with 1-T and 2-T flow
models and slip boundary conditions. Present
1-T VSL predictions are slightly higher than the
2-T VSL results. Both of these VSL calculations
are closer to the data and 1-T CFD calculations
than the 2-T CFD results for all the three probe
locations shown in Figs. 12(a)-12(c). Similar to
the surface heating results given earlier, the
effect of thermal nonequilibrium on electron
density also appears to be secondary. The
observation of Ref. 2 that the flight data agree
better with 1-T flow model is not necessarily the
case for the present calculations. For flight
times earlier than 7401 s (i.e. at higher
altitudes), when the low-density effects (such as
thermal nonequilibrium and slip) become
important, a 2-T flow model with slip should be
more realistic as evidenced by the good
agreement between the 2-T VSL and DSMC
calculationshown earlier.
Finally,Figs.13(a)-13(c)show further
detailedcomparisonsbetween the predicted
valuesand dataforthe electrondensityprofiles
atthe altitudeof84.01km forthe threeprobe
locations.The VSL predictionsinthesefigures
have been obtainedwith the assumptions of
thermal nonequilibrium(2-T)and equilibrium
(l-T)withand withoutthe slipboundary
conditions.Exceptforthe narrow regionnear
the shock,the electrondensityprofiles(similar
tothe surfaceheat-transferates)are predicted
essentiallyby the thermal-equilibrium,no-slip
flowmodel forthe threeprobe locations.Except
forProbe 1(Fig.13(a)),the electrondensity
profilespass through theflight-measuredvalues
forProbes3 and 5 as shown inFigs.13(b)and
13(c).As noticedinFig.12(a)earlier,the reason
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for the low flight values for Probe 1 as compared
with the calculations is not obvious. Further,
present VSL predictions are in good agreement
with the NS results 2 at this altitude for all the
three probes.
Summary and Conclusions
This study presents a viscous shock-
layer (VSL) analysis of the reentry flowfield
around the forebody of the Japanese Orbital
Reentry Experiment (OREX) vehicle. The
OREX vehicle is a 50-deg half-angle spherically
blunted cone with a nose radius of 1.35 m and a
base diameter of 3.4 m. Obtained results span
an altitude range of 105 to 46.4 km. In this
altitude range, the flowfield character changes
from thermal nonequilibrium to thermal
equilibrium and the slip effects become
insignificant at lower altitudes. The low density
effects (such as thermal nonequilibrium and
slip) at higher altitudes in the VSL method are
accounted for through the two-temperature (2-T)
formulation with slip boundary conditions.
With the disappearance of these effects at lower
altitudes, VSL results are computed from one-
temperature (l-T) flow model with no-slip
boundary conditions. Within the altitude range
considered, the influence of low-density and the
surface catalycity effects on flowfield structure
is analyzed in detail. Present results are
compared with the flight data and existing
Navier-Stokes (hiS) calculations for the OREX
trajectory, and with the direct simulation Monte
Carlo (DSMC) results at higher altitudes in this
trajectory.
Results from sensitivity studies indicate
that a 7-species chemical model is adequate to
analyze the OREX flowfield. However, the
inclusion of low-density effects (i.e. both thermal
nonequilibrium and slip) is important for
altitudes greater than 84 km. This is
demonstrated by the comparison of viscous
shock-layer results obtained from one-
temperature, no-slip and two-temperature, slip
flow models. Surface catalytic activity also
significantly influences the level of heating at
altitudes lower than 84 km in the trajectory. At
the peak heating altitude of 59.60 km, a 50%
reduction in heating is obtained for a
noncatalytic wall as compared to a fully
catalytic wall. Reduction in heating is about
23% for a finite-catalytic surface with
recombination probabilities similar to those of
the Shuttle Orbiter thermal protection coatings.
However, at higher altitudes, the recombination
probabilities are quite low and the calculated
heating for altitudes greater than about 84 km
is essentially the same as that for a noncatalytic
surface.
Since atmospheric data were not
gathered in the OREX flight experiment,
sensitivity of the atmospheric data used in
earlier Navier-Stokes calculations is evaluated
by employing the Jacchia atmospheric model for
altitudes greater than 90 kin. Generally, a
better agreement between the VSL predictions
and flight heating data is obtained using the
Jacchia values.
In general, there is a good agreement
between the VSL predictions and the OREX
measured or inferred data for electron number
density and stagnation-point heat-transfer rate.
Present results compare quite well with the
direct simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC)
predictions for altitudes higher than about
84 kin. The earlier Navier-Stokes calculations
are higher at high altitudes due to the non-
inclusion of low-density effects and lower at low
altitudes due to the use of non-catalytic wall
boundary conditions when compared with the
flight-inferred heat-transfer rate data.
The OREX heat-transfer rate data may
be unique for high-altitude flight conditions in
that they exhibit proper qualitative behavior
with increasing altitudes. With further
refinements in data extraction procedures and
definitions, a valuable aerothermodynamic data
base will become available. This data base
should prove immensely helpful in validating
the use of various theoretical models used for
simulation and provide a test of flowfield codes
for reacting gas flows.
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Table 1. Flight Trajectory for OREX vehicle.
(a) Freestream Conditions
Flight Altitude, Velocity, Too, Tw a Mole Fractions
time, km m/s K K XO2 XN2 XO
S
OREX Jacchia OREX Jacchia OREX Jacchia OREX Jacchia
7361.0 105.00 7451.00 218 211.05 332 0.2375 0.1528 0.7625 0.7815 0.0
7370.6 101.10 7454.65 195 196.89 402 0.2375 0.1726 0.7625 0.7839 0.0
7381.0 96.77 7456.30 192 190.26 485 0.2375 0.1884 0.7625 0.7863 0.0
7391.0 92.82 7454.10 189 188.30 586 0.2375 0.2025 0.7625 0.7881 0.0
7401.0 88.45 7444.30 187 687 0.2375 0.7625 0.0
7411.5 84.01 7415.90 189 785 0.2375 0.7625 0.0
7421.5 79.90 7360.20 199 878 0.2375 0.7625 0.0
7431.5 75.81 7245.70 207 976 0_375 0.7625 0.0
7441.5 71.73 7049.20 215 1091 0.2375 0.7625 0.0
7451.5 67.66 6720.30 226 1213 0.2375 0.7625 0.0
7461.5 63.60 6223.40 237 1344 0.2375 0.7625 0.0
7471.5 59.60 5561.60 248 1458 0.2375 0.7625 0.0
7481.5 55.74 4759.10 259 1531 0.2375 0.7625 0.0
7491.5 51.99 3873.40 268 1557 0.2375 0.7625 0.0
7501.5 48.40 3000.00 271 1388 0.2375 0.7625 0.0
0.0657
0.0435
0.0253
0.0094
aCFD inferredstagnationsurfacetemperaturesofYamamoto (ReL 5).Also,temperature distributionsare specified
from the same CFD computations.
Table I. Concluded.
(b)Freestream Conditions
Altitude, Specificheat ratio, Speed ofsound, Mach No., Mol. wt., Density,
km 700 m/s Moo kg/k-mole kg/m 3
105.0
OREX Jacchia OREX Jacchia OREX Jacchia OREX Jacchia OREX Jacchia
1.40 1.4108 296.734 298.202 25.11 24.986 28.96 27.838 3.1400x10-7 2.3350x10-7
101.1 1.40
96.77 1.40
92.82 1.40
88.45 1.40
84.01 1.40
79.90 1.40
75.81 1.40
71.73 1.40
67.66 1.40
63.60 1.40
59.60 1.40
55.74 1.40
51.99 1.40
48.40 1.40
1.4071 280.989 285.819 26.53 26.082 28_6 28.195 5.7100x10 "7
1.4041 279.053 279.323 26.72 26.694 28.96 28.466 1.3810x10 _
1.4015 276.385 276.492 26.97 26.960 28.96 28.701 3.0090x10 "6
275.002 27.07 28.96 4.3060x10 "6
276.506 26.82 28.96 1.0953x10 "5
274.430 26.82 28.96 1.8455x10 -5
289.365 25.04 28.96 3.6576x10 "5
295.069 23.89 28.96 6.5184x10 "5
302.444 22.22 28.96 1.2164x10 "4
309.776 20.09 28.96 2.0594x10 "4
316.900 17.55 28.96 3.3131x10 "4
323.528 14.71 28.96 5.3150x10 "4
328.254 11.80 28.96 8.2445x10 -4
331.126 9.06 28.96 1.2677x10 "3
4.8341x10 -7
9.3644x10 -7
1.9465x10 -6
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